1. **MEDICAL TRANSPORT**  
   **COWELL WELLNESS CTR.**  
   **091612**

   Officers responded to a call of a subject feeling ill. Officers learned the student may have taken too much medication. AMR ambulance transported the student to Dameron Hospital for treatment.

2. **UNIVERSITY REGULATION**  
   **CASA JACKSON**  
   **091712**

   Officers responded to a call of a possible smell of marijuana. Officers located the source of the marijuana and filed a university report for Judicial Affairs.

3. **VANDALISM**  
   **NORTHBANK APARTMENTS**  
   **091712**

   Victim reports someone vandalized their vehicle at their off campus apartment complex. Report filed.

4. **BICYCLE THEFT**  
   **LIBRARY**  
   **091712**

   Victim reports securing their bicycle with a cable lock and when he returned two hours later, the bicycle was missing.

5. **WARRANT ARREST**  
   **PERSHING AND BROOKSIDE**  
   **091812**

   Officers made contact with a suspicious subject near the Townhouse Apartments at 1:10 AM and discovered he had an outstanding felony warrant. Subject arrested and booked.

6. **FOUND PROPERTY**  
   **JANSENN-LAGORIO GYM RESTROOMS**  
   **091812**

   Security found a necklace in the restroom and booked for safe keeping at Public Safety.

7. **MEDICAL TRANSPORT**  
   **GRACE COVELL**  
   **091912**

   While conducting a walk through, officer located a subject who was experiencing neck pain and difficulty breathing. Medics were summoned and he was transported to Dameron Hospital.

8. **LOSS/THEFT**  
   **ART BUILDING**  
   **091912**

   Victim reports losing their laptop somewhere in the building, unknown if is stolen.
9. **CASUALTY**

Assisted Fire Department who responded to a subject falling off of their bicycle.

10. **DRUG ARREST**

Subject was checked out in the parking lot by the pool at 1:38AM and found in possession of drugs. He was subsequently cited and revoked from campus.

11. **ACCIDENT**

Officers assisted Stockton Police with a bicycle vs vehicle accident. Bicyclist was transported to St. Joseph’s Hospital.

12. **ROBBERY**

Victim reports that earlier in the day he was at the above location when the suspect displayed a knife from across the street and demanded money. Victim ran from the area with no loss reported. Suspect described as a Caucasian male with black shoulder length hair and dark pants. Victim stated he looked like a transient type.

13. **ARREST**

Officers observed a transient they knew had outstanding warrants. Officers arrested the subject on 4 outstanding warrants and booked him.

14. **FIRE**

Officers responded on a report of excess smoke. Officers checked and found the location of the smoke, smoldering wires.

15. **THEFT**

Victim reports leaving her purse unattended for a period of time and later recovered it, finding it missing $300. Report filed.

16. **ASSAULT**

Officers responded to a call of a disturbance between a male and a female. The male was leaving the building when officers arrived. Officers learned the suspect had assaulted the female and another person who tried to intervene on her behalf. The male was arrested and booked.

17. **ARREST**

Officers observed a subject walking away from the campus with two bicycle rims. Officers attempted to make contact with him but he ran. Officers were able to catch up with and detain him. He was subsequently arrested for resisting arrest.
18. D.U.I.                      ATCHLEY & CHAPEL            092212

Officers stopped a subject for reckless driving and it was determined the driver was under the influence. CHP responded and took the driver for booking.

19. THEFT                      GRACE COVELL                092212

Victim reports secured his bicycle with a cable lock on the east side of the building and when he returned, the bike and cable were gone. Report filed.